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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

USG looks to change zoning law

July 9,2008
Volume 101. Issue 157
WWW6GNEWS.COM

Fun in the sun,
with the right
precautions

By Tony Humcr
Reporter

While summer weather
means it is time for
adventures and outdoor activities, students
are reminded to be
safe and stay hydrated
| Page 3

Traffic jam
Classic cars will invade

USG President John Waynick
is looking to get big support in
changing a city law that will
affect tons of students in the
years to come.
Hie city of Howling Green has
been actively enforcing a previously ignored zoning law that allows
no more than three unrelated peopie to live in the same house.

Waynick said the city recently
started to crack down on people
violating the law a few years ago.
and he has heard many stories of
students being kicked out of their
apartments.
"They would literally bust the
doors down at times," Waynick
said. "It was pretty ridiculous."
Waynick and his staff are
working to change the law to
allow four unrelated people to
live together in an apartment.

"Ideally we'd like to change it
to as many roommates as thereare rooms," Waynick said. "We
went with the happy medium in
trying to make progress for the
first lime in 41) years."
In order to change the law,
Waynick said he must have 833
registered voters sign a petition
by July 28 to put the issue on the
next voter ballot.
USG members are working to
get 1,300 supporters to sign in

PRESIDENT RIBEAU BIDS FOND FAREWELL

Main Street in
downtown BG this

order to clear the goal once the
city checks the petition to see
which signatures are valid.
Waynick said USG has already
had around 700 signatures and
has gotten support from many
community members.
"It's one of the most tangible
issues so lar so we've really been
working hard on it." Waynick
said. "VVe have been met unli
some pretty good success."
Wavnick said he has also been

met with some resistance from
other community members and

city officials.
He said his team is hoping to
get a big voter turnout by students since the issue will be on
the national elections ballot.
USt; Vice President Simdcep
Mutgl said he is excited to be able
to make an impact and change
See USG | Page 2

New laundry fee

Saturday, as the
seventh annual "Classics

for fall semester

on Main" reves its
engines | Page 6

Now Ohio local
artists show

By Jessica Spies
Reporter

Artists from 12
Northwest Ohio
counties are given the
chance to show their
work at a week long
gallery event | Page 6

Summer
slow-down
Don't let summer

fNOCHWU

ACKNOWLEDGING HIS WORK: President Sidney Ribeau shakes hands with State Representative Mark Wagoner as he accepts a piece
of legislation from the Ohto General Assembly Ribeau was acknowledged for his work as Bowling Green State University's president

boredom get you
down. Bowling Green

Students who do laumli y i11 residence halls will no longer have
to search under their futons for
quarters.
The Board of Trustees has
approved a S50 per semester
charge for laundry. The fee will
appear on students bursar bill
and is mandatory for those living
on campus.
I his fee will be paid uplronl
and Michael (iriffel. director of
Residence life, said students living On campus will not he able
to opt out.

I he intent was to make it
convenient and easy — not to
make people feel nickeled and
dimed foi a basic necessity,"
(Iriffel said.

Residence life hopes to bring
in new washers and dryers to
add to what the residence halls
alread) have. A company supplying washers and dryers will
survey to see how many additional machines the University
can accommodate, (iriffel said.
This involves looking at the
additional cost per machine,
See LAUNDRY! Page 2

has plenty to offer,
says columnist Brian
Eggenberger
| Pag.4

A rude and
criminal city
Columnist Alison

By Alexandria Clark

Kemp disagrees and
evaluates how her

The School of All s galleries have
an elegant scenery and professional flavor, but they're getting
a slight makeover.
After five years of getting funding, hiring architects and approving design proposals, the gallery
lobby of the Fine Arts building is
being renovated and is expected
to be finished by the fall academic year.
Contractors started working on
the gallery's lobby at the end of
February.
Only tlie gallery's lobby is being
renovated because the space is
not big enough.
The wooden floor from the gal
leries extends to the lobby, the
ceiling tiles have been removed to
make the ceiling higher and there
is now natural lighting coming in

stay in New York has
affected her preconceived notions of the
'Big Apple' | Page 4

Passing
knowledge to the
next generation
Heroes of the 2007
women's basketball
team, Ali Mann. Liz
Honegger and Megan
Thorburn. have hung
up their sneakers to
coach | Page 9

Dining Services to offer

I

different food options
If you could add an
item to Zza's Pizza,
what would it be?

ELISABETH BERRY.
Freshman. Secondary
Education Physics
"Cheap Starbucks."

| Page 4
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TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 84. Low: 59

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 83. Low: 61

k

By Stave Kunklar
Reporter

With students wanting more
options at the Union, dining services is trying to accommodate
the desire for choices by adding
new items to the menu.
Among the changes being
made are salads by design, which
will be available at a commons
marketplace and a Cincinnati
style chili being added to the
Zza's menu.
Cincinnati style conies and
cheese conies will also be available at the window.
The new items will be available
Monday through Friday from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. with the prices
ranging from $1.75 to $4.50.
Director of Dining Services
Gail Finan wanted to give students different options, and
she plans to keep track of the
responses students have to the
new items being tested.
Though no date is set for the
testing to begin, Finan considers
the testing as a marker for how
sales in the fall could be.
"If the testing is a complete
bomb, we will go back to the
drawing board," Finan said.

Finan worked with leremy
Lehman, a representative on
the food advisory board who
believes the new items are in
response to business dining services is losing to Wendy's.
Lehman believes a greater
variety In the foods offered by
dining services across campus
will have more students buying food provided by dining services.
"Students want more options,
so Idining services! are trying
to give students what they want
within the budget dining services has," Lehman said.
Among the students who
believe the changes could be
successful include Mark Bisoski,
a senior majoringin biology, who
has wanted to try Cincinnati
style chili but hasn't done so yet.
Despite having never tried
the product. Bisoski believes
the product could be popular
because it would create more
variety in the choices students
have.
"There's a lot of food places
they could put it and it would
be successful just because it was
something different," Bisoski
said.

from the sculpture's yard.
(ilass cases and shelves lor art
displays will also be added to
hold two- and three-dimensional
objects,
Katerina Hay, director for the
School of Art, said the renovation
of the gallery's lobby has opened
up the opportunity to give donated artwork previously stored in a
dark room for years a chance to
see the light.
"A lot of our donated art work
hasn't seen the (lav light," Ray
said. "Now we will have the room
for these pieces to be shown all
year round."
Hay said she is excited one of
the Dominic liibino's glass pieces
will be on display alter being in
storage for 15 years.
Dominic Labino is one of A BETTER VIEW: After the
See RENOVATION Page?

renovations, a somewhat hidden akove
is much more visible to the mass public.

Grounds for Thought serves
community, not just coffee
By Justin Anlill
Reporter

Grounds for Thought is a clever,
appropriate name for this small
town coffee shop where students as well as townspeople go
to enjoy a good hook and a good
cup of hand roasted coffee.
T'eelingofcommunityisgreater in here," said Michael Hale,
an English professor at Owens
Community College, about the

atmosphere of Grounds.
By having good relations with
small estates and growers of the
coffee, Grounds is able to supply
its loyal customers with specialty drinks, such as their array of
lattesand regular coffee.
Grounds offers customers
more than 5,000 variations of
coffee, with coffee beans imported from around the world. They
roast the beans on site to meet
anyone's taste.
they also offer homemade
desserts and pastries.
"We serve a wide variety
and try to make anything people want," said manager Kelly
Mattimoe.
Not only is Grounds a nicecof-

PH0I0 PBOVtDf D Bv OHIO M*SAZINf

GROUNDS FOR COMMUNITY: Grounds for Thought, a coffee shop and bookstore,,
downtown Bowling Green, offers a quiet retreat to study and to relax

fee shop, but they tire a popular
used bookstore as well.
Customers can browse the
collection of classics, contemporary fiction, history and story
books while enjoying their coffee and food.
Books can also be purchased with cash or trade
credit, which means trading
in quality used books.
I hey also sell comics, VMS
tapes and old records.
"Grounds
for
Thought
keeps true to small business."

Mattimoe said.
They also sell their coffee
grounds to a few downtown
businesses such as Easys.ree,
and the Cookie )ar.
Owners Kelly and Laura Wicks
have kept this small establish
n^mupand running f„r nt!Sy

Jn^l"hm™ ■■ 'urn
"We try ,o make everyone i„

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See GROUNDS | Page 7
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including electric and water.
Prospective University studeni Shannon Heckman said
she Is ni)i bothered In the new
laundrj fee.
"M\ brother is in college
and he always brings his
laundrj home," she said. "I'm
going in be able to do my
laundry and not have lo pay
for ii each time."
I he nevt fee will lie beneficial in main University students living in residence halls,
said l<>\ Amiiii. sophomore.
"lcannevergetenoughquarters," Ainlin said. "Sometimes
I wail in do laundrj because I
have no money."
Other universities have had
thismandator) feefoi years.
Davidson College In North
Carolina has had this fee for
the past B3 years, according to
collegenews.org,
However,
at
Davidson
College. Students are ahle lo
drop oil their laundrj and
have laundry workers do ii lor
them. I his fee is included in
room fees and does not appear
separately,
I he State Universitj ol New

RENOVATION

York at OswBgO has an "ASC
Washer & Dryer Pee" that is
SfiO per semester.
According to the university's Web site, the charge
covers the cost of repairs
and replacement of laundry
equipment and unlimited
use of washers and dryers for
students.
At SI .25 a wash and 25 cents
per 15 minutes of drying, the
University's fee of $51) would
mean that Students have to do
their laundry about one and a
half limes per week in order to
spend the lull $50.
There are students who
wont take advantage of the
laundry fee, bin there are
also students who don't take
advantage of what t he campus
has to oiler, (irilfel said.
Students living on cam
pus are charged for wireless
Internet and, if they don't
bring a computer, they air rtol
taking advantage of this fee,
he said.
However, some students
don't believe that $50 is an
appropriate fee for a semester.
" I here is no way that I will
do my laundry once a week,"
said Mark Dunlap, sophomore, "I won't even have
enough clothes to wash."

From Page 1
three founders ol the movement
in the 1960s thai look plan1 in
Northwest (Ihiofbi studio glass to
be founded.
"Displaying I ablno's glass piece
will be great for glass students to
see how he handled mini and
fused colors together," Raj said.
In addition to more space
and artwork being displayed,
the renovation made waj for
the art students to see more
artwork up close.
"Art students need to pin si

caliy see an work: the texture of
the paint, the layers ol the paint,
the glaze of the paint," she said
"They need to sic It in the flesh
in order to make artwork themselves because this job is ver)
high skilled."
Raj also said this gives students
theopportunitj toseewhat a pro
fessional gallery looks like.
"NOW lliegallerv has an elegant
image because the space is beautiful," she said. "When you entei
the gallery, ii will take youi breath
awaj because ol the IS foot, long,
curved steel door with a metallike Finishing with the colors ol
orange anil brown, along with
three-dimensional letters, spelling

out the three galleries' names."
(libers share Ray's excitement
about the renovations, including
lacullv members.
Charlie kanwischer, associate professor and director of the
School of Art, said the renovation
to the gallery's lobby should bring
mi ire visitors into the galleries.
"I'm very pleased to see the renovations because the space previously was dead ... dark ... carpet
was awful and it Just wasn't a good
feeling," Kanwischer said. "Now it
looks polished, which hopefully
will allow people to make it their
regular experience to stop by and
view all the an paintings, sculp-

lures and glass pieces."
Kanwischer said the renovation ol the gallery's lobby opened
up the opportunity for the School
HI \n m display its permanent
collection of artwork ranging
from students' work lo local artisis. formei facultj and traveling
exhibitions.
Some art students are also happy
about the new elegant look.
Senior Andrea Watson said it's
great the University is putting
funding towards the arts.
i definitely support the
remodeling going on because n
-hows die school's support and
interest in art being produced,"
Watson said.

■
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From Page 1
A cal will almost never "meow"
at another cat. This sound is
reserveed for humans

2:21AM

a law that will dini tl\ affet I the
students he represents,
I his is a -indent initiative and we've heard so many

"I feel that ii yotrte paying foi
an apartment you should !«■ able
in choose how mam people you
want to live with," Rondinelli said.
Waynick hopes to continue
in gn more support a- the due
dale foi the ballot i nines up in a
lew weeks.

people complain about ibis law.
Mulgi said. "I'm trying In gel as
main students registered to vote
as possible."
Sophomore Tom Rondinelll said
he is in support of changing the law
anil ho|Hs things change before he
stavs oil'campus next tall

Until then, Waynick and his
Irani are continuing to work
hard lo make positive changes
lor students.
"We iu-l haw lo beat the perirplinn thai Students are bad
neighbors and go from there,"
Waynick said.
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Students urged to
use caution with
summer activities
By Angie FJurdgi-

Wednesday. July 9.20O 3

THE ROCKETS" RED

"If you are doing physical

Reporter

Summer is usually a rime for
fun, relaxation and a "no worries" kind of altitude, Inn the
warm weather months can
present their own types of dan
j;ers to students.
WellnessConnection Director
Faith Yingling said there arc
several important things to
keep in mind when having tun
and participating in activities
during the slimmer.
Dehydration is a big risk factor as the temperature heats
up. Yingling advises students
to always make sure they are
drinking enough water no matter what they are doing.
It you are doing physical
activit) you should take in more
fluids in avoid heat exhaustion
or heal stoke," Yingling said.
And being in Northwest Ohio,
it is also good to keep in mind
this area is hotter and more
humid than others
Summer road trips lead to
an important reminder: buckling up.
"You should do this dining
the entire year," Yingling said.
hui this is especially Important as increasing numbers Ol
Students hit the road with cars
packed Full of people.
(lookouts should also lie met
with caution.
Associate Director ofNutrition
Initiatives lot dining servic
es Daria Blachowskl Dreyei
cited cases in the news where
improperly cooked and Stored
hamburgers made gucsi-. sick
\ns protein salads, such as
egg and chicken, or mayonnaise
based salads, such as potato and
macaroni, can become an issur
If the) are held at improper tcm-

activity you should take in
more fluids to avoid heat
exhaustion or heat stroke."
i nection
peialiues," she said.
In avoid these health risks,
lilac howski-Drcyer achises slu
dents to he conscious and proactive alioul food safety,
Uisks aside, students in
Howling (Ireen for the summer
have many options for staying
healthy.
"There arc lots ol .nth Ities in
the area." Yingling said. She lists
hiking, hiking and swimming
as just a few choices.
However, students should
keep in mind their own tolerance levels when deciding what
activities to participate in.
rheStudent Recreation Centei
is also available throughout the
summer. Representatives can
((insult with sitidenis about
activities suitable for the warm
weal her.
I in some students like sophomore lillian Hi ig, slaying active
and health) dining the summer
months is a priority,
"1 try to get outdoors as much
as possible," Urigsaid. "I just try
in have some son of physical
activity several times a week."
Matting a routine during the
summer ma) help form health)
habits come fall, possibl) mak
ing the adjustment hack to col
lege life lesv stressful.
lot more health information, contact the Wellness
Connection to set up a lice
appointment with a dietitian at
H9-372-9355.
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RACHEL RADWANSKI

RED. WHITE AND BLUE:
. rrlcs exploded over the Intramural fields aid Doyt Perry Stadium on the 4th of July adding beautiful colors t< i
ihe first time Doyt Perry Stadium was open to provide seating for the public during the fireworks

ley This years eve> i
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To Pre-Register and for Complete Event Information go to
www.downtownbgohio.org/msbg_carshow.htm

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Rain or Shine

FREE SHIPPING
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The City of Bowling Gieen
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"If the testing is a complete bomb, we will go back to the drawing
board. - Gail Rnan, From Page 1
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PEOPLE ON ' THE STREET' If you could add an item to Zza's Pizza, what would it be?
"Giant cookies."

"20 ounce pops."

"Slushies."

"Soft serve ice

k

cream."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
ANNA GORMAN.
xiphomo'e.
Undecided

*'l expected

pay the change when it's only
a lew pennies.

everyone to be in a
hurry and extremely

Another expectation was
that crime would be rampant,
or at least as rampant as it is
in Youngstown, Ohio. If there
is crime here, no one talks
about it.
It doesn't make headlines in
the papers
It's not what people talk
about at work.
["here may be pickpockets,
but I don't hear about them,
either.
When I was in high school,
groups at hand camp always
performed the skit "New York
Mugging.'' I guess this made
me expect to witness the
occasional mugging or see
high security everywhere.
(In the Fourth, there were
police officers on every corner
in Brooklyn, hut this didn't
surprise me. I have been
surprised by the armored
police officers I've seen a

pushy...[but
many] New Yorkers
BROOKLYN
Before I came
to New 'init. I had some ideas
of what the people and life
here would he like. Mostly,
none nt these have come true.
I expected everyone to be in
ahurrj and extremel) pushy,
People are in a hurrj when
trying to gel to work on time,
but I frequently find mysell
walking past people when I'm
going places.
file worst place to walk is
limes Square,
This is noi i aused l)\
New Yorkers bui by all ol
the tourists gawking al
the incredible mourn ol
advertisements available in
this sin,ill area.
I would avoid rimes Square

I've met have been
exceedingly nice."
at all costs ifl could, Inn
because it's the home of most
of the theaters, I find mysell
there rough!) once a week
I here have also been
many instances where New
Yorkers I've met have been
exceedingly nice.
I've watched men give
up scats on the subway for
women, the elderly and the
disabled. When I ve been short
a penny paying tor something,
I've been told to not worry
about it.
I've even been asked to not

See KEMP | PageS

MICHMLWEIGMAN

Your classes may still be worth it, but...
Notice whether your courses

are primarily "training'' you.
or are they are primarily
"educating'' you? (Training
involves much professor telling; educating is similar to
Socratic questioning and/or
open inquiry.)
Your present and future
well-being ma\ depend on
whether you are primarily
"trained" or primarily "educated." You cannot be well educated if you have no training,

"Training is a part
of education and
students can't
be educated in a
vacuum
bin you will not be educated
If you are primarily trained.
Being uneducated (primarily
trained) creates slaves and
docile followers.

A brilliant educator, Kahlil
Gibran, said: "No teacher can
reveal to another anything
hut that which already lies
hall asleep in the dawning ol ,i
student's knowledge.'' Gibran
also said: "If he (the teacher)
is indeed wise, he does not
bid you to enter the house of
wisdom, but rather leads you
to the threshold of your own
mind
He who is versed in
I he science of numbers can tell
See PRITSCHER | Page 5

a question? Give us you'
feedback at bgnewscom

Recreation a good investment
for Bowling Green, other cities
"I was a kid once
and I remember

Brian
Eggenberger
Columnist

dying to get outside
and use all my pent

What's worse than rising
prices on gas, food and
energy? Boredom. Sadly, no
exorbitant amount of money
can alleviate the debilitating
weight of boredom. During
the summer, this dreaded and
fairly contagious disease tends
to manifest itself more often
than during the other seasons,
which are usually fraught with
school and its accompanying
frustrations.
There are many things the
individual can do to assuage
boredom, but equally important is the role of the city.
Bowling Green, 1 have
noticed, has a great deal of fun
act hides to keep you occupied.
For young kids, the city offers
do/ens of camps, ranging
front sports, to swimming, to
nature and far beyond. There

■

CONRAD PRITSCHER ■ OIUMNIST

EMILY PENDLETON.
Freshman.
Biology

Senior, Ethnic Studies

Travelin' the Globe:
new expectations
Alison Kemp

Street? Or a suggestion for

ADEYINKA
WILLIAMS,

ASHLEY OWENS.
Junior. Digital Arts and
Asian Studies

up energy."
are a handful of playgrounds
throughout the city as well. I
was a kid once and I remember
dying to get outside and use all
my pent up energy.
If you've reached the age
where crossing the monkey
bars no longer requires your
feet to leave the ground, perhaps something else is in order.
Bowling Green has two beautiful golf courses. But if you're
like me and can throw the golf
ball farther than you can hit it,
perhaps the Irisbee golf course
would be less aggravating.
And no one is too old for a
stroll in the park. Bring friends
and food and make it a picnic
with Irisbee and cornhule. Or.
what about one of the Night
Mikes BG is offering? Guess

what, they're free!
Bowling Green does a pretty
good job in satisfying the summer needs of its very diversely
aged population. This function
of the city is very important
and should never be neglected. City programs like these
help keep kids occupied and
ensures that they are not loitering around or performing other
petty nuisances. They also act
as a form of daycare for working parents.

Perhaps moreimportantthan
anything else, these programs
and activities help build the allImportant community. A close
community helps reduce the
need for institutional supports
to needy individuals. Reducing
these social securities frees
up more funds for other city
projects, thus repeating and
enlarging the cycle.
In addition to beneficial
social outcomes, they also have
a positive effect on an area's
(iross Domestic Product.
In order to put on these proSee EGGENBERGER | Page 5

career conflicts with my desire to
avoid marketing maneuvers
Levi Joseph
Wonder
Columnist

"I recognize the
fact that I must
define myself with
my actions, ideas,

All my life, I've tried to
maintain my individuality and
my consumer autonomy by
refraining from purchasing and
using clothing and material
goods which I consider to be
"mainstream." Boy, I sure am
a fool.
"Abercrombie & Fitch clothes?
No thanks. I'll buy my duds
at Goodwill and punk rock
shows."
"Buy a nice car? Forget that;
I'll stick with my minivan."
Quite frankly, I didn't want to
be "bought" or "sold." I thought I
was expressing my individuality
and demonstrating my desire to
resist the alluring call of mass
consumerism.
And since (he nascent months
of my first year of college,
I've come to an important
realization about all of this: The
goods which one chooses to or
not to consume does not define
said person, nor does it create
individuality.
In other words, my choice to
consume "extreme" snack chips
would not make me any more
"extreme" than anyone else. I'd
have to actually DO something
extreme to make myself more
audacious and adventurous . .
. like sumo-wrestling a pack of

achievements,
creations and my
productiveness."
rabid monkeys on the top spire
of the Fmpire Stale Building
during a firestorm,
By buying into this way of
thought, I was only harboring
stronger positive sentiments
for the brands which I chose to
use. and I was making myself
intolerant of any other brands.
I was falling prey to
consumerism and I didn't even
know it!
AndnowthatI've spent abouta
year withcoursework pertaining
io my major, I don't just feel like
a simple fool anymore: Now I
feel like a complete sellout.
Think about it, my major
(VCT) is heavily steeped in
marketing and advertising. I've
been learning how to layout
and create posters, brochures,
business cards, memo pads,

T-shirt
designs, magazine
advertisements, Web sites, logos
and all that jazz.
And what is the goal of such
materials? To sell thing'.
Any way I spin it, I'm a hardcore capitalist no matter what 1
would like to think I am. Isn't it
funny how I could think I was a
consumption-savvy individual
with a knack for avoiding
advertising
schemes
and
marketing ploys when I would
inevitably end up studying just
how to create such things''
It's a paradox in itself: I want
my creations to be able to sell
products to other people, but I
don't want anyone to he able to
sell their products to me!
But
just
like anyone
else. I consume. I purchase
food, magazines, clothing,
posters,
school
supplies,
hygiene products, shoes and
everything else that college
sophomores buy in order to
keep themselves alive.
So by realizing this. I
recognize the fact that I must
define myself with my actions,
ideas, achievements, creations
and my productiveness. Being
choosy over the crap that 1
decide to purchase or let rot
on the shelves is nothing more
See WONDER | Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want lo say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

k

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The «te is updated daily
with stories From the paper
and online extras.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something' Find
articles and columns since
2000
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS art.generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
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POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor oi Guest Columns may be
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printed
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"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
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and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessanly
reflect the view of The BG News
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handful of limes over the pas)
two weeks In Grand Central
Terminal.
These are heavy-duty police
officers. I hey have special
patches that say something
about terrorism and they wear
helmets, giant bulletproof
vests and carry large, black
guns that are out and appear
ready for use.
I've seen these officers
mostly on the platforms, but
they havealso stood outside
the gates. They've even had a
dugout with them.
But like anything that, at
the onset, is unfamiliar to me
here, even these officers have
become part of what I see every
day and have ceased to really
concern me. In New York City,
nothing is weird. It maybe
slightly shocking, but nothing
is out of the question.

The other point thai isn'l

WONDER
From Page 4
than a defense mechanism
I've been using to cling onto
ni\ last remaining shreds of
individuality and ego in a futile
attempt to maintain m\ sanity
in the sea ol indefinite variables
which constitutes college life.
As a result of this realization,
I try not lo automatical!) label
people .is being mindless
consume! sheep based on the
things thej weat and use.
This is a new u.i\ ol thought

what I expected is Brooklyn
as a whole. I've decided that
Brooklyn gets a bad rep. Not all
of Brooklyn is shady and crime
ridden.
I haven't been anywhere
thai has been scary. I've been
reading a book of short essays
by writers living in Brooklyn
and most ol their parents didn't
want them to live in Brooklyn
because they had "escaped"
to Manhattan and couldn't
understand why anyone would
want to return to America's
first suburb. The reasons for
moving here usually include
lower rents and more space.
I love Brooklyn I leights. I
wouldn't mind living here if
I could ever afford the rent,
which doesn't seem possible for
a long time. This neighborhood
might be a sugarcoated
Brooklyn, but it's still Brooklyn.

I he streets have trees. The

with all the shopping one
needs to survive.
This neighborhood is like a
small town.
It's quiet.
People play catch In the
streets. There's no pushing or
shoving to go anywhere. The
grocery stores close by 11 p.m.
I know that if 1 didn't live
here this summer, I probably
never would have broadened
my New York horizons like I
have.
I'm glad to have had
this experience and I'm
appreciative of my housing in
Brooklyn.
If I didn't live here, I
bet I wouldn't have made
the subway ride to check
anything out other than the
Brooklyn Bridge. And I know
III always tell people to visit
Brooklyn when they come to
New York City.

sidewalks are made of slate.
The bouses were built in the
late lHUOs and have gorgeous
facades. There are two streets

for me. In high school I made
fun of I lollister and Aeroposlale
clothing until my eyeballs bleed
and locusts would fly forth from
my appendages
But I believe I've outgrown
such pointless ideas in my time
at college. Alter all. I could
be considered a mindless
consume! moron for choosing
to purchase so many while Tshirts and granola bars!
So who am I to say who is and
who isn't falling prey to turhoconsumerismt
I'll be happy with what I
consume, and everyone else on

— Respond lo Alison <tl

Ihaieuis9bgneuis.com.
this planet will be happy with
what they choose to consume.
Besides, college kids are
supposed to be artsy and
sophisticated!
And
from
what I remember, jokes about
clothing and apparel stopped
being funny back in junior high
school.
Ilmmm, all this thinking
about consumerism makes me
waul to consume something.
Who's got the cake?

Respond to Leviat
thenews9bgnews.com.
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of the regions of weight and
measure, but he cannot conduct you thither. For the vision
of one man lends not its wings
to another man."
Albert Einstein and lohn
Dcwey would agree with
Gibran, I believe most professors make no distinction
between training and education, and as a result, students
frequently are "trained" but
not "educated.'' Training is a
part ol education but education in the sense of becoming
more self-directing and openminded is missed when one is
primarily trained.
Mention Glbran's quote lo
your professors and ask if they
agree. You may also ask them
if they think their training you*
is equal to educating you. If
they are not leading you lo the
threshold of your mind, you
might ask them to iry. Help
them determine how that connection to the threshold of
your mind may be made.
If some of you classmates
are willing, and I hope you
discuss this matter with them,
ask your professors lo give
those interested some class

EGGENBERGER
From Page 4
grams, the city must hire and
pay individuals who will cycle
the money they make from
these jobs back into the area.

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking...

time lo explore this matter
ofyoureducation/self-direction/inind-opening. If your
teachers don't give this concern some time, lake the time
yourself to reflect on your
classroom experiences and see
what emerges.
A recent candidate for the
Presidency of the American
Psychological Association said
our fund of knowledge would

be doubling every 17 days by
the sear 2024 (when most current college students will be
age 34 to 37). If that is the case,
wouldn't your teachers best
help you by developing your
ability to decide for yourself
what information you will
need and when you will need
it. as well as how best to get
and use It?
What information maybe
best used in twenty years is
difficult to tell now. Education,
as opposed to training, belter
achieves open-minded, imaginative sell-direction.
Training isa pan of education and students can't be educated in a vac num. but when
\(iu are primarily trained, you
continue to need experts to
tell you what to do and how to
do it.
Self-directing behavior and
mind-opening go with educa
tion but they are not involved

Someone working a swimming camp might use that
money to bu) a Pisanello's
pizza
I herefore, stay active. Take
advantage of the many programs our fair city has to offer.
Boredom nun never leave

when training (absorbing

information) is primary.
Gibran Implies that the
vision of one person "lends not
its wings to another person."
When you notice how much
you are being trained and how
much your education is being
neglected in your classrooms,
you may decide lo contact the
Provost, College Deans and
interim President Cartwrighi
to ask when and where your
education has gone.
Many of society's present
problems (war. economic,
limited health care, self-cenleredness. racism, sexism,

homophobia) may be tra< ed
to excessive job training
which dispenses with sell
directed, imaginative intuit
ing (education).
Should your professor wain
a demonstration of education
for his or her class, lam avail
able, al no charge, providing
ii is open to interested others
Contact the editor-ln-chlef.
I appreciate your attention.

— Pritstherisaprofei
soremerilusandauiliorof
"Reopening BnsteMs Thought
About iVIuit Card lie Learned
from textbooks,"to bepuMlshed
in Iuty2008. Respond to Ws ■«/

iunnatthenews9bgnews.com

completely, bul the city oilers
so much to minimize its prevalence.
(lood job, Bowling(ireen!

-Respond to Brian at
tlienews9bgnews.com.

| We've got your next place!
PETS ALLOWED

Most BGSU students are.

with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:

• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

733,755,777 Manville

841 Eighth Street

640 Eighth Street

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
LIMIT 1 PERSON
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer. Furnished efficiency
apartments with full bath Assigned parking and laundry in the
building. One Person Occupancy Only School Year - S395.00 per
month One Year - S370.00 per month

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

< The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.

Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy.
One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET
Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath 8i Extra
Vanity. School year - S630.00 pet
month One year - SS30.00 per month.

Brought to you by the Wellness Connection, Student Health Sen ice. and NCAA BIG (hones
Data taken from the :<H)<> ACHA Health Assessment.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One
Bath. School year - S590.00 per
month One year • S490.00 per month.
701 FOURTH STREET
Furn Or Unturn One Bath W/
Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $600.00 per month.
One year - S480.00 per month

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath 8, Hall
Vanity School year - $565 00 per
month. One year - S475 00 per month.

•Students registered for ft or more nradrt hours on main campus
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. 1'-'baths.
dishwasher School year - S830.00 per
month. One year • S530 00 per month

are required to have health insurance.
v Students can enroll in the BGSU-oftered insurance plan via their MyBGSU
pages, using the "Student Insurance Requirement" link.
• Students can also use the 'Student Insurance Requirement* Nnk to
complete the waiver form. You will need a copy of your current insurance
plan and insurance identification card.
• Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.
y If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insurance,"
this is forinformation only. YouwWstiBbeaWetogetyour
gradee and register for classes.
• Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
July 1,2008 to avoid the Student Irwurance charges being posted on
your Bursar account.

■
•/

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn Two bedrooms.
School year - S590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn Two full baths.
School year - S620.00 per month.
One year - S540.00 per month
831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $560.00 per
month. One year - S485.00 per month.
FOREST APARTMENT

Napoleon at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity School year • $555.00 per
month One year - S475.00 per month.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
722 ELM STREET
Three bedrooms. Tenant
pays utilities Deposit equal
lo one month's rent.
One person - $600/month
Two people- $650/month
Three people- S690/month
Has a garage lor storage
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09

710 ELM STREET
Three bedrooms. Tenant pays
utilities Deposit equals to one
month's rent.
One person- S600/month
Two people- S850/month
Three people- S690/month
Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

JOHN

EWLOVE
Real

125 Clay St. #D

649 SIXTH or
707 SIXTH STREET
Furn Or Unlurn. Two Bdrm, One
Bath 8i Hall Vanity
School year - S565.00 per month.
One year - S475 00 per month

ZAUUC. IKC.

319 E. Wooster Street
(Located Across f rom Taco Betl)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www |Ohnnewlov<Tealestate com

Newlove Rentals

One Bedroom Apartment
Close to Downtown

www. newloverentals. com

$340 per month plus utilities
($30 per month for gas heat)

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
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IN TOWN
Concerts
in the Park
)j|yl5
I ilk & Original
9p.m.

Easystreet
Cafe Comics
v '5

CARSHOW
Classic cars cruise-in' to downtown Bowling Green
this Saturday at the 'Classics on Main' car show

Nicolas Anthony, a comic mag u
on NBC's 'Last Comic

By Semira Chowdliury |

Standing
9 p.m.
Admissi

Gl OUn; OWN:
FDOAR

KULWHTi^YDEAO.
Kill Whitney Dead
w/ Carnifex $
Frankies

This is the seventh year for "I Hassles on Main" in Bowling
Green and it's expected to be better than ever.
()wr
are expected lo
to participate f
(ver 300 vehicles arc
in the
lie car show, compared to the HIM year when [
onlyy (>()
particip
60 cars participated,
said Director of Main \
Street BG Eariene Kilpatrick.
Main Street BG oversees downtown landscape
and dailj maintenance and anything thai
impacts the downtown area, kilpatrick said.
I he car show is Saturday, luly 12, and is free,
open to the public ami happening rain or
shine.
Showcased cars arc collectors or one ol a kind am
years will range from the 1920s to the present day.
She said most cars require a large financial in\ estment for owners to

y 10
: cinds collide

CAR SHOW

iture performers Kill
I Dead and Camifax
open the stage up to
Hub Massacre. The
stiation and With
ir Flames.
Ivance. SI 2 at door
(419) 693-5300 foi nl

Dancing Under
the Stars
Friday. July 11
Sylvania. Ohio
A great date night for
singles and couples A dance

'Hancock'
treats
viewers to
two stories
one rum

Univ.
hosts
summer
art show
By Gin., P.mhoH

party featuring Ballroom.
Latin. Top Ten and more.

By Aaron Helfferich

Centennial Terrace
7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Admisson $13
Contact Matt Miller for info
(419)475-3055

ELSEWHERE
Huron
"The Mousetrap" by Agatha
Christie is being performed
at the McCoimick School

it has recently been the
understanding that Will
smith owns the I mirth nf
Ink weekend al the box
offii r Ever since the release
ui ins breakout blockbustei
"Independence Day," Smith
has catapulted a fait
amount of films to enormous success, loiningthe
likes of "Men in Black," "I.
Robot" and Men in HI,ii k
II Smith's latest holiday
escapade turns the mythology
nl mil favorite superhero on
its head with the portrayal ol

on Ohio Street. The play

turbinganti
hero n,lined
I bill CM k.

Using the
flight of
Superman
and the
indestructibilitj nl II hero like the Hulk,
I kiniiii k has the makings of
even the greatest ol supertie
mi's. I lowever, with ii hoiilr

sharp!) disruptive pott) mouth,
Hancock has the
rest of the world seeing
his powers as insignificant
.mil uiulmihirilU disruptive.
I hankfull) foi i lancock, public
relations executive, Raj I mbr)
[Jason Bateman), sees powerful promise in the future ol this
misunderstood hero, raking it

upon
himsell
in trans
form I lam ock
nun.i high-fl) ing
HANCOCK Page 7

runs from Tuesday. July 8 to
Saturday. July 12.

This movie preview has been approved by you

8 pm.

New movie previews may attract

Findlay

movie-goers as much as the actual films

Commercial Designers Show
2008

By Alton HcKf (rich

Friday. July 11 - Saturday.

help you rummage through

Artwork from Hancock
County's commercial artists
is on display at the Findlay
Art League Gallery.
The gallery is open Tuesday
through Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and weekends
noon to 4 p.m.

THEY SAID IT
"Don't work with
children, animals,
or Salma Hayek.
When she's on
the screen. I may
as well be
flossing my teeth."
-Pierce Brosnan

Ii

"Here's a list of steps to

Film Cnlic

August 2

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
BOND. JAMES BOND: Bond fans have bo>'ii ■ ■
of Solace "

'
:vni. fvuantum

With every big blockbuster
release there emerges a brief
two minutes of the next possible reigning box office champion, lor some moviegoers,
■he simple aii of being in the
scut before the lights dim is
mostly due toa plethora ol
upcoming attractions that will
inevitably be previewed before
the feature presentation. In
main ways, a movie nailer has
recently become its own an
form. I lowever, with so much
money flowing into the pro
duct ion of blockbuster films,
we ask ourselves how many of
these mini-movies are simply
a ploy infill the seats for a stab
at our haul-earned cash?
last week, with the release
of "Hancock," audiences
were treated with a glimpse
of the heavily anticipated
lames Komi film, "Quantum
of Solace." Starring an
Immensely capable Daniel
( Taig as the world renowned
hero, the short teaser trailer
sin iwed us everything a successful movie trailer will feature. At first, with snippets ol

the onslaught of creative
movie advertising."
hard hitting punches, a speeding Aston Martin and considerably unclothed women,
some may wonder how much
nl these shod clips can signify
a worthwhile experience. So,
instead of letting the monej
hungry film producers gel the
best of us. here's a list of steps
to help you rummage through
the onslaught of creative
movie advertising.
The first step to understanding the quality of a movie
trailer is to know the cast anil
crew that makes up the film
it is advertising. Sure, it may
be exciting to see a trailer featuring your favorite actor, hul
what about tile brilliant minds
i hat may or may not be working lo bring the story to you?
Well-known filmmakers often
have a unique style that will
See TRAILERS | Page 7

i in- Universit) is trying to help
local artists he recognized foi
I heir art work.
Northwest Ohio artists have
the opportunity lo showcase
ilieii an in the first evei Now
Ohio arts organization 2008
Summer \n show.
NoWOH. which will take place
from luly 18-27, will hung artists ol different ages and places
togethei in promote partii ipa
lion in the arts and in the com
munity.
I fie show will lake place in ihe
WillardWankelmanandDoroth)
Ubei Bryan art galleries at the
University's Fine Vrtst enter.
Entry lees are $15 foi ages 16
lo 18 and $20 for anyone 19 and
older, with the except ion< if Waite
and Scott high schools m Inlcilu.
which are being sponsored by
Partnerships for Community
Action,
Anyone who wauls HI participate needs to bring their art to
check in at the Fine \ris Centra
on Thursday, luly 1(1. between
3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
\noiiling to the University
galleries Web site, all exhibitions
are free and open to the public
and regular hours for exhibitions
are luesda) through Saturday II)
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday I p.m.
to I p.m.
Students from two arts administration classes at the University
came up with the event idea.
"We are ven excited about
hosting this simu. and we hope
for broad artist participation and
lots of community involvement,"
said Galleries Director Jacqueline
Nathan. "Anothei feature is that
the show will coincide with the
175th anniversary of the city of
Howling Green and help to celebrate that evenl, also.
Many awards will he given mil
at the show luly lit, including a
S4(H) Best of Show, Best Young
Artist and live other cash prizes all decided by a professional
judge.
To participate in NoWOH, artists must be Hi years or older
and must live in Defiance, Erie,
Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Lucas,
Otlawa, Haulding. Sandusky,
Seneca, Williams and Wood
counties.
Participants can submit up
See ART SHOW | Page 7
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From Page 6
maintain, but the owners do

it because they love can.

■ From First to Last
■ Grade 1B-

"FROM FIRST TO LAST"
WHATSEMIRACHOWDHURY
THINKS:
"Fiom Fust to Last" mode iis appearance in
stores April IS.
The CD has been in my CD player for a
couple weeks now. only playing tracts lour
through 10.
Unlike their last CD "Heroine." the new CD
has more vocal and musical skills and they don't
rely on electronics, minus the heavy musK and
hardcore screaming. But this CD isn't as good
as "Dear Diary. My Teen Angst Has a Body
Count." which is very heavy, has more hard core
screaming and shows their musical s»de
Their self-titled album is a mix ol their last
two albums. The first two songs on the CD are
slow with no screaming and are mostly lyrical
As you travel further down the track list it
becomes heavier and sltows the older and better
"From First to Last" that was in the
Many of the songs such as "We All Turn Back to
Dust' has a slow beginning, but as you continue
listening to the song it becomes heavier and
heavier with better gutt
The only problem is the tendency to repeat
themselves throughout many of the songs
A prime example of this repetition is the
. .•.Herelheyrepeci'

"Most people who participate in the ear show love their
vehicles and enjoy showcasing them to the general public,"
she said.
She said the cars are parked
for display, not cruising.
If people want to register
there is a $10 registration fee,
with registration beginning
at il a.m. on luly 12, and all
proceeds will benefit Main
Street BG.
The show will be from 12 p.m.
to 4 p.m. and the first 100 preregistrants will receive a free
T-shirt
The first .'too registrants will
also receive a dash plaque as
a souvenir of the car show.
she said.
She added that keepsake car
photos and door prizes are also
available for participants, with
five judges awarding over 50
trophies to the winners of the
lH categories.
She said I he head judge is left
snook of Snook's Automobile
Museum and other people can
also judge by dropping a ballot
lor People's Choice.
Other events at the car
show include a l-'lea Market
at Grounds for I bought and
Venom Nitro Racers, which are
demos of small racing cars and
others, and there will be live
music from 103.7 CKY.
Ml events are free and two
concession stands. Cruzin

"Most people who

"Isscremo

HANCOCK

vehicles

"

Earlene Kilpatrick | Main Street B6
Clovers and Kettle Korn, will
have food available for purchase.
In addition to the concession stands, all downtown restaurants and retail are open,
she said.
Local businesses sponsor the
event in historical downtown
Howling Green for a variety of
reasons.
"Fust of all, I love cars," said
I'isanello's Pizza owner Sylvia
l.iss. "It is wonderful to be
able to support all of the many
activities the downtown business associates presents."
Rose Wilson, leasing manager at t be Enclave, is also looking
forward to this year's car show.
"The Knclave is excited to be
a part of this year's BG classics
on Main," Wilson said. "It is
another great way to have fun

inBG."
Even with all the events
planned, volunteers are still
needed to help the "Classics on
Main" car show go smoothly.
"We still need volunteers."
Kilpatrick said. "We need a few
Ipeoplel for the 10 o'clock and
one o'clock slot."
I or more details, log onto
www.downtownbgohio.org/
msbg carshow.htm or contact
Earlene Kilpatrick.

HANCOCK"
GRADE: C

From Page 6

■

Another favorite is "Beheaded (Marathon
h is the hardest track They do start
off slow in the beginning but the song gets
heavy with more screaming through
andrerm

someone who doesn't want to
change.
I lam nek is,i Rim thai is

forget they knew how to
The CD ends with a slow track, worse than
"Emily" on their "Dear Diary

boy scout, Ray laces the ultimate challenge ol changing

" CD. both a bor-

ing and horrible choice to end a mediocre CD

ART SHOW
From Page 6
10 three pieces ol an for exhibit
during the duration ol the art
show.
Even with the SIS 01 $20 entry
fee, most artists maj think it's
worth it.
'lust io see lyout art] hanging
up on the wall is such a sense
ol accomplishment.' said Megan
Ginter, senior and arts manage
ment intern.
"Artwork is a formol communication,' Nathan said. "Artists are
always looking fot an opportunity to display their artwork and
this is an opportunity to allow
people oi all different abilities to
do that."
For more Information about
registering foi NoWOH, \ isii any
of the IL1 counties' public libraries or http://gallery.bgsu.edu.

arguably two fllms in one.
\- u begins, we are given an
intriguing presentation of how
a hatefully unappreciated
hero can turn his life'around
to promote a more environmental!) and people-friendly
sa\ mi Watching Smith effortlessly exude the humorously
pla\ tul qualities of I lancock
is uproariously entertaining.
With superhero films, it's a
storj ni a character unlike any
we've ever witnessed or read
about. Suddenly, however, the
picture changes as the movie
takes on a different message.
Midway through its course.
the film haphazardly drops
the original premise to quickly
tell the origin story: an. ict
which could have been saved

fot the inevitable sequel. With
this sudden change in events,
the direct ion of tile script
takes away from the original
path ol the story that was fat
more intriguing to watch in
the first place. \t the same
time, the film fails to come full
circle, and properly conclude
the original story line with an

ELIGIBLE COUNTIES:

PATRIOTIC LIGHT SHOW I FROM PAGE 3

car show love their

I have been searching for hope to find." which
A couple of favorites on the CD is "A Perfect

RATED: PG-1J lot some intense
sequences o( sci-fi action and
violence, and language
STARRING: W,ll Smith,
Charlize Theron and Jason
Bateman
DIRECTOR: Peter Berg

ample amount of remaining
screen time.
This mid-movie axing of
an original story line is a per
fed example of how a great
story is sacrificed for all of
tlie unnecessary fluff that
consumes today s blockbuster
films. Somewhere during
production of a film, a writer,
producer or director will pilch
the idea of an asinine tvv ist
just to give way to a more dazzling use of special effects or
action sequences. What was
originally conceived as a way
to further entertain audiences
now comes as the dagger to
the heel of an already enjoyable and original experience.
Will Smith may own the box
office for the patriotic holiday,

but with films like "Wild Wild
West and now "Hancock.' the

relevance to his quality film
contributions is becoming
noticeably slim.

DEITRICKHAU
A SLIGHT DELAY
However, (here was «in unplannc::'■•

Defiance
Erie
Fulton
Hancock
Henry

■
■
■
■
■
■

Lucas
Ottawa
Paulding
Sandusky
Seneca
Williams

■ Wood

GROUNDS
From Page I

the community feel welcome," Kelly Wicks said. "We've
got a great crew."
I te said Grounds is very student friendly and encourages
students to travel to downtown
Howling Green to see all it has
to offer.
"(Grounds is| a really good.

quiet place to study," said
Gretchen llyman, a senior at
Owens.
So if students and people of
Bowling Green need a place to
go for a book, a quiet place to
study, a simple caffeine fix or all
the above, they can make their
way to Grounds for Thought
Located at 174 South Main St.
in downtown Bowling Green,
Grounds is open from (> a.m.
until midnight daily.

eve the show end

TRAILERS
From I

sometimes flow over into the
preview. I or instant e, il vim
were a fan of Moulin Rouge
and "Romeo + Juliet," you m.iy
have found the reason why the
recent trailei ten the upcoming film, "Australia, seemed
so appealing to you, Having
all been directed by Baz
Luhrmann, the lush visuals
and mysterious narratives ol
these films can inevitably be
witnessed as the main focUS

of the trailer. This bit of understanding will make the next
step sci much easier.

Next, we analyze the con
tent ofthetrailei lor similar
references to the past works
ofthe artist, We all know how
much fun it may have been
to see that first Will I errell
01 Mike Meyers comedy,
but what happens w hen I he
excitement gets draw n out

over numerous films? In the
trailei lor Mike Meyers' latest

comedy," rhe I oveGuru," you
maj have noticed thai most
of the jokers that were featured
had been recycled from his
previous films. \ joke linking

tHit iit the size ol Verne rroyei
can only last so long. Iv pically.
the most original films are
the ones thai succeed with an

exciting experience.
Finally, a great judgment
in a quality film involves the
talent. Understanding a good
actor isn't rocket science. If
you find yoursell asking who
that man is hidden behind

the persona of an artifii ial
character, you've possibl) just
bad your first experiem >■ with
understanding a good act.
Great actors are able to con
vine rev en theii best friends

■
■
■
■
■

TAILOR MADE TRAILERS:

thai ihev are someone else.
U itnessed in the first n
ing clips Irom Hie Dark
Knight" trailer, il se\ idem that
Heath Ledget s prodigious
performance as I he lokei lias
alreadv t on\ inced audiences
thai he irulv becann lomeonc
else in portray, his character.
U ii li "Quantum ol Solace"
just around the corner, audi
ences are already making
theii predii tions From the
luuks Hi the trailer. Now, with
these helpful tips, we can
thai Daniel ( raig s mastcrfu
performance as lames Bond

and the narrative focused
directing talenl of Man
I nrstei have the piei es ni a
quality film falling appropriately into place. Kven w uh all
the usual action mot ie elements, the visual presentation
oi this film feels creatively,
depii led unlike an) Bond film
we've i
is with most
memorable mo\ ie nailers, the
i raftj i
il .iiuiniiini of
Solace' blazes In us with mys
lerious pret isionand tantalizing bt iskness Now, w here's
ipj ol 'Casino Royale"
fot the meantime?

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Preferred

Fes Col

Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredproperliesco.com

FREE CAMERA PHONE

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated''
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

,. of.;•
Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

502 N. Prospect #B

}
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participate in the

gets rather annoying

music that is easy to listen to and fun to sing

Wednesday. July 9

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
ao a:

Birchwood
650 6th St

1
f

Spacious 2 bedroom
unit in triplex
Cat okay. $400 per month plus utilities

THE PULSE

Wednesday, July 9.20O8 6

WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Concerts
in the Park
Sunday. July 13
Ken. Clark-Folk&Original
/p.r:i. to 9p.m.

Easystreet
Cafe Comics

CARSHOW
Classic cars cruise-in to .downtown Bowling Green

luesciiy. Jmy 15

this Saturday at the 'Classics on Main' car show

Nicolas Anthony, a comicmagician, was a finalist
on NBC's last Comic

By Semira Chowdhury | Reporter

Standing"
9 p.m.
Admission $5
(S3 with student ID)

GET OUTTA TOWN:
TOLEDO AREA

KULWHn?fcYDEAD.

This is the seventh year for"(Sassics on Main" in Bowling
Green and it's expected to be better than ever.
Over :«M) vehicles are expected to participate
in the car show, compared to the first year when
only W) cars participated, said Director of Main
Street BG I-arlene Kilpatrick.
Main Street BG oversees downtown landscape
and daily maintenance and anything that
impacts the downtown area. Kilpatrick said.
The car show is Saturday luly 12, and is free,
open to the public and happening rain or

shine
Kill Whitney Dead
w/ Carnifex @
Frankies

Showcased cars are collectors or one of a kind and
years will range from the 1920s to the present day.
She said most cars require a large financial investment for owners to

Thursday. July 10
Heavy metal bands collide

CARSHOW Rage?

with feature performers Kill
Whitney Dead and Carnifax
open the stage up to
Dance Club Massacre. The
Demonstration and With
Faith or Flames.
6 p.m.
$10 in advance. $12 at door
(419) 693-5300 for info.

Dancing Under
the Stars
Friday, July 11
Sylvania. Ohio
A great date night for
singles and couples. A dance

Univ.

'Hancock'
treats
viewers to
two stories
in one film

hosts
summer
art show
By GiiM Potthoff
Editor-in-chief

The University is trying to help

party featuring Ballroom.
Latin. Top Ten and more.

By Aaron H.lff.rith

Centennial Terrace

•■

7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Admisson$13
Contact Matt Miller for info
(419)475-3055

It has recently been the

understanding that Will
Smith owns the Fourth of
luly weekend ai the box
office. Ever since the release

a rudely disturbing antihero named

of his breakout blockbuster

ELSEWHERE
Huron
"The Mousetrap" by Agatha
Christie is being performed
at the McCormick School

"Independence Day," Smith
has catapulted a felt
amount of films to enormous success, loining the
likes of "Men in Black," "I,
Robot"and "Men in Black
II." Smith's latest holiday
escapade turns the mythology
of our favorite superhero on
its head with the portrayal of

Hancock.
Using the
flight of
Superman
and the
indestructibility of a hero like the Hulk,
I lancock has the makings of
even the greatest of superheroes. However, with a bottle

on Ohio Street. The play

ofbooze and a
sharply disruptive potty-mouth,
Hancock has the
test of the world seeing
his powers as insignificant
and undoubted]) disruptive,
Thankfully for I lancock, public
relations executive, Raj i mbrj
tlason Hatemanl, sees powerful promise in the future of this
misunderstood hero, taking it

upon
himself
to transform I lancock
into a high-flying
,. HANCOCK < ,;

runs from Tuesday, July 8 to
Saturday. July 12.

This movie preview has been approved by you

8 p.m.

New movie previews may attract

Findlay

movie-goers as much as the actual films

Commercial Designers Show
2008

By Aaron H.lflerich
Film Critic

Friday, July 11 -Saturday.
August 2
Artwork from Hancock
County's commercial artists
is on display at the Findlay
Art League Gallery.
The gallery is open Tuesday
through Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and weekends
noon to 4 p.m.

THEY SAID IT
"Don't work with
children, animals,
or Salma Hayek.
When she's on
the screen, I may
as well be
flossing my teeth."
--Pierce Brosnan

h

"Here's a list of steps to
help you rummage through

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

tM nOTOHWM YAHOO'MOVIES

BOND. JAMES BOND: Bond fans have been expecting the latest bvo film. 'Quantum
of Solace."

With every big blockbuster
release there emerges a brief
two minutes of the next possible reigning box office champion. For some moviegoers,
the simple act of being in the
seat before the lights dim is
mostly due to a plethora of
upcoming attractions that will
inevitably be previewed before
the feature presentation. In
many ways, a movie trailer has
recently become its own art
form. However, with so much
money flowing into the production of blockbuster films,
we ask ourselves how many of
these mini-movies are simply
a ploy to fill the seats for a stab
at our hard-earned cash?
Last week, with the release
of "Hancock," audiences
were treated with a glimpse
of the heavily anticipated
lames lipnd film, "Quantum
of Solace." Starring an
immensely capable Daniel
Craig as the world renowned
hero, the short teaser trailer
showed us everything a successful movie trailer will feature. At first, with snippets of

the onslaught of creative
movie advertising."
hard hitting punches, a speeding Aston Martin and considerably unclothed women,
some may wonder how much
of these short clips can signify
a worthwhile experience. So,
instead of letting the money
hungry film producers get the
best of us, here's a list of steps
to help yoir rummage through
the onslaught of creative
movie advertising.
The first step to understanding the quality of a movie
trailer is to know the cast and
crew that makes up the film
it is advertising. Sure, it may
be exciting to see a trailer featuring your favorite actor, but
what about the brilliant minds
that may or may not be working to bring the story to you?
Well-known filmmakers often
have a unique style that will
See TRAILERS | Page 7

local artists be recognized lot
their artwork.
Northwest Ohio artists have
the opportunity to showcase
their art in the first-ever Now
Ohio arts organization LHIOH
Summer Ait Show.
NoWOI I. which will take place
from luly 111-27, will bring artists of different ages and places
together to promote participation in the arts and in the community.
The show will lake place in the
UillardU'ankelmanand Dorothy
liber Bryan art galleries at the

University's Fine Arts Center.
Entry fees are $15 for ages Hi
to IH and $20 for anyone 19 and
older, with the exception of Waite
and Scott high schools in Toledo,
which are being sponsored by
Partnerships for Community
Action.
Anyone who wants to participate needs to bring their art to
check in at the Fine Arts Center
on Thursday, luly 10. between
3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
According to the University
galleries Web site, all exhibitions
are free and open to the public
and regular hours for exhibitions
are Tuesday through Saturday 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday I p.m.
to 4 p.m.
Students from two arts administration classes at the University
came up with the event idea.
"We are very excited about
hosting this show, and we hope
for broad artist participation and
lots of community involvement,"
said Galleries Director lacqueline
Nathan. "Another feature is that
the show will coincide with the
175th anniversary of the city of
Bowling Green and help to celebrate that event, also."
Many awards will be given out
at the show July 18, including a
$400 Best of Show, Best Young
Artist and five other cash prizes all decided by a professional
judge.
To participate in NoWOH, artists must be 16 years or older
and must live in Defiance, Erie,
Pulton, Hancock, Henry, Lucas,
Ottawa, Paulding, Sandusky.
Seneca, Williams and Wood
counties.
Participants can submit up
See ART SHOW | Page 7
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CARSHOW

"Most people who

maintain, but the owners do
it because they love cars.
"Most people who participate in the car show love their
vehicles and enjoy showcasing them to the general public,"
she said.
She said the cars are parked
for display, not cruising.
If people want to register
there is a $10 registration fee,
with registration beginning
at 8 a.m. on luly 12, and all
proceeds will benefit Main
Street BG.
The show will be from 12p.m.
to 4 p.m. and the first 100 preregistrants will receive a free
T-shirt.
The first 300 registrants will
also receive a dash plaque as
a souvenir of the car show,
she said.
She added that keepsake car
photos and door prizes are also
available for participants, with
five judges awarding over 50
trophies to the winners of the
18 categories.
She said the head judge is Jeff
Snook of Snook's Automobile
Museum and other people can
also judge by dropping a ballot
for People's Choice.
Other events at the car
show include a Flea Market
at Grounds for Thought and
Venom Nitro Racers, which are
demos of small racing cars and
others, and there will be live
music from 103.7 CKY.
All events are free and two
concession stands, Cruzin

car show love their

From Page 6

■ From First to Last
■ Grade | B-

"FROM FIRST TO LAST"
WHAT SEMIRA CHOWDHURY
THINKS: The new self-titled album fiom
"From First lo Last" made its appearance ip
stores April 15.
The CD has been m my CD player for a
couple weeks now. only playing tracks four
through 10
Unlike their last CD Heroine." the new CD
has more vocal and musical skills and they don't
rely on electronics, minus the heavy music and
hard-core screaming. But this CD isn t as good
as "Dear Diary. My Teen Angst Has a Body
Count, which is very heavy, has more hard-core
screaming and shows their musical side.
Their self-titled album is a mix of their last
two afcums. The first two songs on the CD are
slow with no screaming and are mostly lyrical
As you travel further down the track list, it
becomes heavier and shows the older and better
"From Fust to Last" that was in the past.
Many of the songs such as "We AH Turn Back to
Dust" has a stow beginning, but as you continue
listening to the song, it becomes heavier and
heavier with better guitar rifts.
The only problem is the tendency to repeat
themselves throughout many of the songs
A pnme example of this repetition is the
'Medicinal Reality" where they repeal 'All my life

vehicles

"

Earlene Kilpattick | Main Street BG

Clovers and Kettle Korn, will
have food available for purchase.
In addition to the concession stands, all downtown restaurants and retail are open,
she said.
Local businesses sponsor the
event in historical downtown
Bowling Green for a variety of
reasons.
"First of all. 1 love cars," said
Pisanello's Pizza owner Sylvia
Liss. "It is wonderful to be
able to support all of the many
activities the downtown business associates presents."
Rose Wilson, leasing manager at the Enclave, is also looking
forward to this year's car show.
"The Enclave is excited to be
a part of this year's BG classics
on Main," Wilson said. "It is
another great way to have fun
in BG."
Even with all the events
planned, volunteers are still
needed to help the "Classics on
Main" car show go smoothly.
"We still need volunteers,"
Kilpatrick said. "We need a few
Ipeoplel for the 10 o'clock and
one o'clock slot."
For more details, log onto
www.downtownbgohio.org/
msbg_carshow.htm or contact
Earlene Kilpatrick.

gets rather annoying
A couple of favorites on the CD is "A Perfect
music that >s easy to listen to and fun to sing

HANCOCK

along to as well

From Page 6

Another favorite rs 'Beheaded (Marathon
Man)." which is the hardest track. They do start
off slow in the beginning, but the song gels
heavy with more screaming throughout the track
and reminds me that "From Fust to I ast" didn't
forget they knew how to scream
The CD ends with a stow track, worse than
"Emiry" on their "Dear Diary

" CD. both a bor-

ing and horrible choice to end a mediocre CD

ART SHOW
From Page 6

to three pieces of an for exhibit
during the duration of the art
show.
liven with the $15 or $20 entryfee, most artists may think it's
worth it.
"lust to see lyour art] hanging
up on the wall is such a sense
Of accomplishment," said Megan
Glitter, senior and arts management intern.
"Artwork is a form of communication," Nathan said. "Artists are
always looking for an opportunity to display their artwork and
this is an opportunity to allow
people of all different abilities to
do that."
For more information about
registering for NoWOIl, visit any
of the 12 counties' public libraries or http://gallery.bgsu.edu.

hoy scout. Kay faces the ultimate challenge of changing
someone who doesn't want to
change.
Hancock is a film that is
arguably two films in one.
As it begins, we are given an
intriguing presentation of how
a hatefully unappreciated
hero can turn his life around
to promote a more environmentally and people-friendly
Bat lor, Watching Smith effortlessly exude the humorously
playful qualities of I lancock
is uproariously entertaining.
With superhero films, it's a
story of a character unlike any
we've ever witnessed or read
about. Suddenly, however, the
picture changes as the movie
takes on a different message.
Midway through its course,
the film haphazardly drops
the original premise to quickly
tell the origin story; an act
which could have been saved
for t he inevitable sequel. With
this sudden change in events,
the direction of the script
takes away from the original
path of the story that was far
more intriguing to watch in
the first place. At the same
time, the film fails lo come full
circle, and properly conclude
the original story line with an

HANCOCKGRADE: c
RATED: PG-15 for some intense
sequences of sci-fi action and
violence, and language
STARRING: Will Smith.
Cbarlize Theron and Jason
Bateman
DIRECTOR: Peter Berg

ample amount of remaining
screen time.
This mid-movie axing of
an original story line is a perfect example of how a great
story is sacrificed for all of
the unnecessary fluff that
consumes today's blockbuster
films. Somewhere during
production of a film, a writer,
producer or director will pitch
the idea of an asinine twist
just to give way to a more dazzling use of special effects or
action sequences. What was
originally conceived as a way
to further entertain audiences
now comes as the dagger to
the heel of an already enjoyable and original experience.
Will Smith may own the box
office for the patriotic holiday,
but with films like "Wild Wild
Wesfand now "Hancock," the
relevance to his quality film
contributions is becoming
noticeably slim.

ELIGIBLE COUNTIES:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Defiance
Erie
Fulton
Hancock
Henry
Lucas
Ottawa
Paulding
Sandusky
Seneca
Williams

■ Wood

DEITMOCHALt
A SLIGHT DELAY: Red and white fireworks explode over the Doyt Perry Si
However, there was an unplanned intermission resulting from a control panne! ■

Ftom Page 1

the community feel welcome," Kelly Wicks said. "We've
got a great crew."
I le said Grounds is very student friendly and encourages
students to travel to downtown
Bowling Green to see all it has
to offer.
"IGrounds is| a really good,

quiet place to study," said
Gretchen Hyman, a senior at
Owens.
So if students and people of
Bowling Green need a place to
go for a book, a quiet place to
study, a simple caffeine fix or all
the above, they can make their
way to Grounds for Thought.
Located at 174 South Main St.
in downtown Bowling Green,
Grounds is open from 6 a.m.
until midnight daily.

;;omp and color to the holiday evening.
using many to believe the show ended early

TRAILERS
Ftom Page 6

sometimes flow over into the
preview. For instance, if you
were a fan of "Moulin Rouge"
and "Romeo + luliet," you ma)
have found the reason why the
recent trailer for the upcoming film, "Australia," seemed
so appealing to you. Having
all been directed by Baz
1 nlirrii.mil. the lush visuals
and mysterious narratives of
these films can inevitably be
witnessed as the main focus
of the trailer. This bit of understanding will make the next
step so much easier.
Next, we analyze the content of the trailer for similar
references to the past works
of the artist. We all know how
much fun it may have been

to see that first Will Ferrell
or Mike Meyers comedy,
but what happens when the
excitement gets drawn out
over numerous films? In the
trailer for Mike Meyers' latest
comedy, The I ovcCiiiru," you
may have noticed that most
of the jokes that were featured
had been recycled from his
previous films. A joke poking
fun at the size of Verne I rover
can only last so long. Typically,
the most original Dims are
the ones that succeed with an
exciting experience
Finally, a great judgment
in a quality film involves the
talent. Understanding a good
actor isn't rocket science. If
you find yourself asking who
that man is hidden behind
the persona of an artificial
character, you've possibly just
had your first experience with

understanding a good act
Great actors are able to convince even their best friends

GROUNDS
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PATRIOTIC LIGHT

participate in the

I have been searching for hope to find, which

Mess.* which reminds me of Semes Fails sciemo
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TAILOR-MADE TRAILERS.
Solace." falls i lyhi in

Bond film. "Quantum of
Uonthata

that they are someone else.
Witnessed in the til-.t reveal
ing clips from "The Dark
knight' trailer, it's evident that
Heath Ledger's prodigious
performance as 1 he lokei has
already convinced audiences
thai he truly became someone
else to portray his character.
With "Quantum of Solace"
just around the corner, audiences are ahead) making
their predictions from the
looks of the trailer, Now, with
these helpful tips, we can mile
that DanielCraig'smasterful
performance as fames Bond

(noRoyale"

ami the narrative-focused
directing talent of Man
I otster hav c I lie pieces of a
quality film falling appropriately into place, Even with all
the usual action movie elements, the visual presentation
ol this film feels creatively
depicted tinlike any Bond film
we've ever seen. As with most
memorable movie nailers, the
i raft) editing ol "Quantum of
Solace" blazes b) us with mysterious precision and tantalizing briskness. Now, where's
thatcop) ol "Casino lioyale"
for the meantime?

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Preferred
res Co.

Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378

502 N. Prospect #B

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com

Spacious 2 bedroom
unit in triplex
Cat okay. $400 per month plus utilities
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Coach's corner with
Denise Van De
By John Lopez
Reporter
Volleyball Coach Van de Walle
and her players are gearing up
for another season this fall.
Q: With eight sophomores
and juniors on this year's
squad, do you expect any growing pains early this season?
A: We will have eight returners ;nul six new players this
fall. With nearly an even split
of players like that, it will be run
and challenging.
The new players coming in
arc very good and come from
really good club programs.
They've played a lot of high
level volleyball. However, it's
always tough to go from being
the oldest and best on your
club team to the youngest on
this team.

BAS
IL
i Ryan Shay has
': seven-RBI game in
: summer league play
I

■■■.|/rtyanShay

Fa

I shov.i
i All-M :

I Team
iference

j and .i
, Regie
( 5-fc
gam.

teas!
i.nday. going
letting a
i il a Summer
:ime
. . ida Griffons
laterals 16-5.

HOCKEY
Former player and
graduate assistant
returns to alma
mater

i

0

Denise
Van De Walle
Volleyball Coach

There's a transition period
new players go through for
sure. We just try to speed up
that process and get them used
to the B(! way as quickly as
possible. New players bring an
excitement and energy level to
the gym as everything is new
to them. It's fun.
Our returning players are
experienced. We are solid In
every position. We're coming
off a good spring season where
See VOLLEYBALL i Page 9
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3
Ali Mann

The hockey program and head
coach Scoll Paluch announced
. ■iams as the assistant
ich at BGSU on July 3

! foi tlie Falcons'
imliom 1997 to 2001 and
i letumed as Paluch's fiist giaduate
it 8G in 2002
i -as an
il Utica College, a
■i il Neumann College in
Ashton. Pa and an assistant coach
at Alabatna-Huntsville
With tin hung of Williams, the
Falcons will once again have an allalumni coaching staff
A native of Stiatfoid. Ontario.
Williams earned his master's degree
') Fducation from BGSU
in 2003 and his bachelor's of science degree in sport management
in summer 2001.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Four Falcons earn
NGCA Scholar
Award
Laren Glew. Mansa Glew.
Lmdsey Jonkhoff and Carley
Sy *ere named to the
' 2007-08 National Golf Coaches
Association All-American Scholar
team.
, uns were tied for having the fourth most award winners
among the Division 1 teams.
To be eligible a cjolfet must have
■ I in 50 percent of the
rounds, with most athletes mam
tjinincj at least a 3.5 GPA
Laren Glew was the top Falcon
freshmen for 200708, with a 81.86
stroke average
Mansa Glew. Laren's twin sister,
finished the season with a 84.75
stroke average.
Jonkhoff finished fourth on the
team with an 83.75 stroke average
and Mfusovslcy finished second
on the team with a 80.45 stroke
average

Megan Thorburn

Soaring to new heights

1
2

Three former members of the women's basketball team enter the world of coaching
By Gina Pollhof f
Editor-in-chief

"They show why that

Three former Bowling Green
women's basketball stars are trying their hands at coaching.
Ali Mann, I i/. Ilonegger and
Megan Thorburn, all part of
the senior class that took the
Falcons to the first-ever MidVmerican Conference team
appearance in the NCAA Sweet
16, have landed coaching positions al three different levels ol
women's basketball.
Mann is the new third assis
tantcoach at Indiana UniversityPurdue University Fort Wayne,
Ilonegger is the head varsity
coach ol girl's basketball at Delta
High School in Indiana and
Thorburn is the graduate assistant coach at Gland Valley State
in Allendale, Mich.
IPFW is a Division I college,
I Vila is a member of the second
largest high school division in
Indiana and Grand Valley State is

a Division 2 college.
"To see Ali, Megan and Liz go
into coaching doesn't surprise
me," said HG women's basketball
head coach Curt Miller. "They
were smart on the floor... Ithey
were] an unbelievable team.''
According to Thorburn, the
former teammates still keep in
touch after graduating last year,
hut their coaching positions are
purely coincidental.
"We're still very very close,"
I horhurn said in a phone interview,
I In II bum accepted the posit ion at Cirand Valley State because
she could gel her master's degree
and coach al the same time.
"I knew I didn't want to give

era was so special.
They were so
basketball smart. All
three of them will be
a great bonus to the
coaching profession."
lead Coach
[basketball] up."shesaid.
Thorburn's job will require her
to organize food and suninui
camps while taking classes, hut
if she does the job half as well as
Miller, she'll he happy.
"Hopefully someday I'll be
just as good as Coach Miller,"
she said.
Mann, a former forward and
All-MAC performer, graduated in
May 2007 with a degree in supply
chain management and accepted
the coaching position at ll'l W foi
the 2008-2009 season.
After playing basketball in
l-urope for a year, Mann was
looking for a change.
"I thought it was time to hang
up my shoes," Mann said in a
phone interview.
Though she will be in charge
of handling travel plans, practice
times, hotel stays, meals, some
player development, recruiting
responsibilities and general marketing and promotional duties,
Mann is ready and willing to fulfill her duiies.
"Both |coaching and play
ing] will quench my competitive
thirst," she said. "I'm ready to gel
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im feet wet in coaching.'"
Ilonegger's basketball reputation preceded her to Indiana,
where she was readily given a
chance to coach.
"IDeltal got back to her right
away," said lennifer Roos, BG
women's basketball associate
coach.
"In the state of Indiana she's a
legal y," Roos said in reference to
I lonegger's success in basketball
and her mother's sue cess.
Iloneggei said she is read) lo
take on the opportunity of working with young women,
i believe basketball is a great
platform foi teaching about life"
she said in a phone interview.
Miller is confident his former
players will be up to the coaching
challenge and hopes they bring
the passion he has lor coaching
into their Own coaching styles.
"You have to have a passion for
il.'lie said. "I wear my passion on
my sleeve when I coach."
Miller is also happy his players are all going into coaching
together.
11 iej show why that era was so
special," Miller said. "They were
so basketball smart. All three of
them will he a great bonus lo the
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Surloku puzzles lor FREE.
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coaching profession."

Fall 2008 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
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RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS

TIRE SALE

tUY NOW
PAY
LATH
ui situ minus'

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL T0WNH0USES

wif*

«I1I|1T| '„ -AirConditioning;:
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ii

Mechanical
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4194»7141
415*73-0911
419S9HK3
419484M4

FraMt
#K1J**>
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SM»MM
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ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /I BEDROOM

Across from ALDI
»»* am si
17T9*CMH

121*«r«i
I30SW|HMI
SOU feme a

I194411919
MM
1111 MM C*
419491-7971
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4194734171
win us OH nu MI t MNMMM
419-132-iKl
419-4797010
41J473-71H

-£» Sop, lifi ltd*?! <&GREENBRIAR, INC.

mwm

522 1/2 N. Main St. }

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

14191352-0717

445 E.W005TER • BOWLING GRtf N • OHIO • 43403

i

www.greenbriarrentals.com

J

One Bedroom
Basement Apartment
$420 per month plus utilities
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A-Rod's wife files for divorce

The Daily Crossword Fix

p^Urt"

brought to you by

By Curt Anderson

'

The Associated Press

VOLLEYBALL
From Page 8
we played some very tough
competition and did well. I'm
sure we'll take some lumps early
On, but that's ok. We want to be
ready at the end of November!
Q: Tell me your experiences
working with the U.S. national
sitting team and what that Is
all about?
A: I'm the assistant coach
of the USA Women's Sitting
Volleyball team and have been
since Feb. 2003 when we started
the program.
The team is made up of
amputee athletes. Most of our
players are missing either their
leg or foot. We have 12 players on the team ranging in age
from 14 to 40.
The sitting game is played on
the floor, not in a wheelchair. It's
the same game as the standing
able-bodied game except you
can block the serve and when
you hit or block you must have
one butt cheek on the floor. It's
a great game for anyone who
loves volleyball.
We are heading to Beijing for
the 2008 Paralympic Games.
We're currently ranked 3rd in
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MIAMI — A tumultuous week
for Alex Rodriguez, played out
in tabloid headlines and carried
on the whispers of a connection
to Madonna, came to a head
Monday when his wife filed for
divorce.
The more than 5-year marriage collapsed amid reports of
a new friendship between the
Yankee slugger and the 49-yearold pop singer, an only-in-New
York convergence of sport and
entertainment celebrity.
Played out in both the sports
pages and gossip magazines,
the saga appeared to have taken
its toll on Cynthia Rodriguez,
who said in divorce papers that
her husband "emotionally abandoned his wife and children.''
"The marriage of the parties
is irretrievably broken because
of the husband's extramarital affairs and other marital
misconduct," according to her
petition for dissolution of marriage, filed in the family division of Miami-Dade County
Circuit Court.
The New York Yankees third
baseman, who earned his 12th
All-Star selection Sunday, has
refused to comment on any relationship with Madonna.
Rodriguez's
attorney
in
Miami. Ira M. Elegant — who
is also representing NBA star
Shaquille O'Neal in his ongoing divorce — said he had not
reviewed the divorce petition
but added: "As you know, anyone can pay the filing fee and
make allegations."
Richard Ruhenstein. a spokesman for Rodriguez, declined to
address to allegations of infidelity, saying that would be brought
up in court.
"His priorities are to have a
future with his children and
be a big part of their lives,"
Ruhenstein said.
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LOOKING ON: New York Yankee star Alex Rodriguez and his wife. Cynthia, watch a match
al the US Open tennis tournament in New York on Sept. 1.2007 The wife of Alex Rodriguez
has filed foi divorce in a Miami court
Cynthia
Rodriguez
has
asked for primary custody of
their two children — Nathasha
Alexander, .'!. and 2-month-old
Ella Alexander—as well as child
support and alimony.
I lays before the filing, stories
linking Rodriguez and Madonna
began to surface, including an
1K Weekly report last week saying that Rodriguez made several
late-night visits to Madonna's
apartment in New York.
Madonna, who is married to
filmmaker Guy Ritchie, denied
any
romantic
involvement
with Rodriguez In a statement
Sunday.
"My husband and 1 are not
planning on getting a divorce,"
the statement said. "1 know
Alex Rodriguez through Guy
Osearyi who manages both of

us. I brought my kids to a Yankee
game. I am not romantically
Involved In any way with Alex
Rodriguez."
Rodriguez
added
some
Hollywood glitz to his management team last year when he
hired Oseary. who had previously worked with Madonna
andi.cnm kr.nii/.lkr.irvisnot

the World and are training for a
Gold Medal.
Q: How does it feel to be the
longest tenured coach here at
the University, and what does
that say to the success of volleyball at the University?
A: It's hard to imagine that
I'm going Into my 2filh season.
It doesn't seem possible at all.
The time has flown by. I remember my interview and first years
very well. I remember when I got
here 1 was the youngest eoaeh
mi the staff. Now I'm the oldest
I'm sure.
Volleyball has done well here.
We have a great reputation in
the Conference. Region and
Nationally. I am really happy
to have spent my career here.
BGSU has been a terrific place
for me. 1 look forward to many
more successful seasons.
Q: With a21-10 record overall
and a 12-4 record in conference
play, were you disappointed the
team only made it to the quarter finals in the Mid-American
Conference tournament?
A: Yes, we all were disappointed. With a senior-laden team,
we had high hopes. We wanted
to beat Kent St. and we knew it
would be tough. They played us
very well and pulled out the win.

a registered baseball agent, and
Rodriguez retained Scott Boras
as his representative on baseball
matters.
Madonna's statement added
that she has "nothing to do with
the state of his marriage or what
spiritual path he may choose
to study." apparently in reference to reports that the singer
had introduced the ballplayer
to the form of Jewish mysticism
known as Kabbalah.
Cynthia Rodriguez last week
visited the ParishomeofKravitz.
The rocker denied anything
improper, saying she had come
to France to escape the media
frenzy in New York and stayed
at his home as a friend.
I let lawyer, Maurice Kutner.
declined to elaborate on the
divorce filing, which does not
mention Madonna — or any
alleged paramours — by name.
"Cynthia has made it very
clear to me that she wants to
take the high road and protect
her children and herself. There's
no vindictiveness here," Kutner
said. "She wants to resolve the
issues between Alex and herself
in an amicable fashion."

That was a tough day for sure.
Q: How do crowds play a role
in volleyball games?
A: Our players loveabigcrowd.
It's exciting to get a kill and hear
the fans clap and scream and
get up on their feet for you.
Anderson Arena is known as
the house that roars. It's true. It
does. What we're hoping for this
fall is a packed house as often as
possible.
Volleyball is a great spectator
sport. We have found that once
someone comes to a match they
want to come back. Anything
you can do to get the students
in Anderson Arena we would

appreciate!
Q: What are your expectations for the upcoming season?
A: We expect to have another
20-win season. That may be a
lot to expect, but we have that as
one of our goals. We want to be
in Toledo at the Sea (late ('enter
again for the MAC Tournament.
We want to get past the quarterfinals.
It's hard to know exactly how
good we'll be because we did
lose so many players, but I can
guarantee you that we will be
fun to watch. We're tall, athletic,
strong and very smart. We're the
complete package team!
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1 Take steps
2 Expression of derision
3 Be off
4 In the past
5 Used a divining rod
6 Biker Armstrong
7 Great Giant
8 Physicist Niels
9 Fencing foil
10 Talked to pigeons
11 Hilo's island
12 "A Night to
Remember" star
13 Rotating neutron star
18 Holm and Hunter
19 "
Coming to Take
Me Away, Ha. Haaa!"
22 Denver summer hrs.
23 "Dies _"
24 Eur. particle accelerator location
25 Vietnam capital
26 Flee
30 Fam. members
31 Pamphlet ending?
34 Uneven do
35 A votre !
37 Pull up fasteners
38 Day- _ paint
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
27
28
29
32
33
34
36
41
42
44
47
48

Leading
Earring site
Yorkshire guy
Hold contents
Sitting on
Waikiki's island
Surrender
Pouch
Listens to again
"Hawaii'" writer
Twin Cities suburb
Anticipates with terror
Deuterium discoverer
Last of cash?
Mountain take
Vile smiles
I surrender!
Kin by mamage
-Hud" co-star
Exist
Fraternity frock
Areca nuts

50
52
54
57
58
64
65
66
67
68
69

nova
Complained peevishly
Features
Lofting tennis shot
Surrender
Emerald Isle
Abel's sibling
Half of the U.A.R.
Prom partner
Exaggerated publicity
Rundown
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So 50 Minimum

203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4P.M

352-5166 I
|j

v.plsanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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For Rent

For Rent

• 3 bdrm available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. Aug. or Dec.
For more info call 419-354-9740

3 bdrm home. Crim St, nice neighborhood. Lg common areas, W/D.
A/C Avail Aug (419)352-7090
3 BEDROOM Spacious,
Downtown BG location,
-Available m August$800/mo. Call (419) 308-1995

Help Wanted

" 08-09 Rentals Available "
1-2 bdrm apts 300 Merry St
3 bdrm . 311 E Reed St
4 bdrm. house. 729 4th St
6 bdrm . 321 E. Merry St.
Call 419-353-0325
See cartyrentals com

'BARTENDING! up lo $300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

1 bedrm apt in Hillsdale apis,
$415 a mo, avail immediately.
Call Mandi at (419)378-1630

Avail Aug 15, '08 3 bdrm house, 2
bath, central air, close to campus
Also avail 1 bdrm apt close to
BGSU (419)308-2458

2 bdrm. furn. apt, 704 5th St.,
$500-$530/mo,
2 bdrm unfurn. apt, 710 7th St,
$520-$540/mo, heat incl.,
Call (4191352-3445

Furn. rm . TV. freedom ol house W/
D, clean & quiet. $300 mo $100
dep 419-354-6117, Larry

Employees needed to perform light
production work Company oilers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm most days Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be lull
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
S7 00 per hour Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428 Clough St. Bowling Green. OH

For Sale
#1 Beatles Show in America!
1964 The Tribute. Centennial Terrace Sylvania, Sat July 12. 2 tickets
$40 total(value S58) Call 372-2921

1,2,3 br ranches
FREE HEAT
Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located

ELECTRIC FREE FOR 1 YEAR

Pet & People-Friendly

Whan you sign a one year lease before July 16th

House For Rent
312 N Enterprise, 4 bedroom
Available Fall, 2008 (419)352-5882
House* & Apartments
www fiterentais com
419-353-8206
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site
$300 00 Security Deposit
Available July 8 August
419-354-6036

3 Bedroom House & Duplexes
S Smith Contracting. LLC
532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
(419|352-8917
www.bgapartmentscom

"Apai

JUNE SPECIAL

5 bdrms. 5 person home, great
location, all amenities. 1 & 2 bdrm
duplexes avail 353-8611 or
352-1584

2 bedrm , 2 full baths Condo in Stonegate area W/D. A/C. avail until
May 11. (419|353-6364

iiare

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet

419-353-7715

WINTHROP &
SUMMIT TERRACE

39 Forest denizens
40 Big name in locks
43 Dr. Tim*
hallucinogen
44 Humbled
45 Speakers' platforms
46 _ de corps
48 Coll. hotshot
49 Represent in relief
51 Rouen's river
53 Coeur d'_, ID
55 Part of M.I.T.
56 Freeze, Fido!
59 Cool or groovy
60 Potash
61 Miner matter
62 Disencumber
63 Pronounce

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
The University of Northern Iowa has internships

LARGE 3 bdrm. close to downtown
WSD hook-up $800/mo + util
Avail on 8715. (419) 354-0099
Retired teacher will rent room and
share house with grad student or
professor Large, older home w/ 4
bdrms. 2 w/b lireplaces, wooded 1 5
lot. full use of kitchen, laundry, etc.
$300/mnth includes all util. Leave
message at (419) 352-5523.
Summit Hill 414/418 S. Summit St
2* bedroom. A/C. garage, washer/
dryer. Spacious. Remodeled

Call 419-354-6036
The Highlands
1 bedroom apts newly remodeled
Laundry on site
$300 00 Secunty Deposit
Available Now - August
419-354-6036
3 bdrm house. 1 ba, near UT S
Tol Hosp . Avail. Sept 1, $1100/mo,
allappl incl Call (419)376-9396

f

709 5th Street ^y
APARTMENTS

available with Department of Defense Child

Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves

Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium, Hawaii and Florida
beginning September 2008.

STOP BY AND SEE US

octet

Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri. 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun. 12-3
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com

Related college counework and/or experience required.
Airfare and housing are paid and a living stipend provided.
Interns receive 12 hrs of college credit from UNI

College of Education. School of HPELS.

For Rental Information:

NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!

Email Susan Edginton susan.edginton@uni.edu
for more information.
Please put BG/CA in the subject line of your email.

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
wvAv.bowllnogreen-apts.com

(graduate or undergraduate).

Make a Difference!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

117 N. Main St.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentsls. com

2 Bdrm,, 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease

One Bedroom Apartments
Above Downtown Business
$340 per month plus utilities

,.
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COMMUNITY + AMENITIES
TANNING DOMES
SAND VOLLEYBALL &
BASKETBALL COURT
OVERSIZED JACUZZI
RESORT-STYLE POOL WITH
SUN DECK & STEREO SYSTEM
24-HOUR FITNESS CENTER
PRIVATE SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS
ON-SITE PARKING

PRIVATE BEDROOMS
PRIVATE BATHROOMS AVAILABLE
INTERNET INCLUDED
WASHER & DRYER IN EACH UNIT
ROOMMATE MATCHING
PROGRAM
FULL KITCHENS

ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
COMPUTER CENTER
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AVAILABLE

■
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GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS
PHONE AND CABLE OUTLETS
24-HOUR EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

INDIVIDUAL LEASES

AMENITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

706 NAPOLEON RD

THE

4,9 353 5,00
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BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
ENTHOUSING.COM
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